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CONTRACTING SOLUTIONS 
FOR A “YES, AND...” WORLD
In today’s challenging environment contracting 
professionals can drive successful outcomes by 
using “Yes, and...” responses. These kinds of 
responses rely on having a strong foundational 
technical expertise, resourcefulness, and the 
ability to adapt as new information and conditions 
become known. In a fun and focused way, World 
Congress provides the opportunity to practice 
your “Yes, and...” skills as you hone your essential 
contracting competencies.

World Congress 2022, held July 17-20, 2022, will 
be a hybrid experience combining our traditional 
in-person conference with a virtual component. 
The in-person conference will be held at the Hyatt 
Regency Chicago in Chicago, IL.
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IMPROVISATION SKILLS
The improv skill set is applied to acting, music, and business 
professions and it requires deep understanding of advanced 
practice for a responsive approach to new situations. To 
be clear, improv is not making things up. It is about better 
outcomes by acting quickly and advancing ideas without 
creating roadblocks.

BUILDING BLOCKS
Core contracting skills are the foundational blocks 
underlying a competent and impactful career. Leveraging 
this solid base in pre-award, award and post award, 
professionals can go on to innovate and solve big 
challenges as key drivers of mission success. Start here if 
you are a newer professional or seeking to reinforce your 
contract management skill set.

RELATIONSHIPS & INFLUENCE
Successful contracting professionals know the value of 
becoming expert at forming relationships and influencing 
decisions. These highly interactive sessions will develop 
your expertise in relationships and influence related to our 
profession.

BUSINESS SAVVY
The ability to understand and deal with business situations 
in ways the lead to successful outcomes is necessary for all 
phases of our contracting life cycle. Business savvy requires 
decisions based on analysis of risks and opportunities, 
resources and limitations, and practical trade-offs.

RISK MANAGEMENT
The risks to delivering on mission outcomes will 
continue to press on contract management and 
acquisition professionals. Foreign adversary activities, 
human capital trends and remote work, supply chain 
struggles, and more threats need to be considered 
throughout the contract lifecycle.

EXCHANGES
In fast-moving and urgent times, it’s essential to share 
updates and lessons about what’s changing, how we’re 
coping, impacts on our workforce, concerns for the 
future, and ways to improve. These are designed to be 
small group conversations to share views.

WORLD CONGRESS EDUCATION TRACKS
World Congress has an agenda that is jam-packed with innovative Learning Formats and Session Tracks that allow 
you to align your own education to your personal learning level, needs, and interests. With options for inspiration, 
peer learning, in-depth exploration, and interactive training across a wide-range of subjects, you’re in control of your 
own professional development. Keep your skill set competitive and fresh with content taught by some of the most 
innovative, inspiring, and creative leaders in the profession. 
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GENERAL SESSION KEYNOTES
World Congress General Sessions will connect the 
contract management community around Contracting 
Solutions for a “Yes, and...” World, this year’s theme. 
We will have outstanding keynote speakers and 
discussions that provide the opportunity to practice 
your “Yes, and...” skills as you hone your essential 
contracting competencies. (In-Person and Virtual)

NEW LEARNING FORMATS
Whether you seek short bites of learning, deeper dives into topic areas, thought leader discussions, or all of these, 
NCMA’s learning formats meet you where you are and help take you where you want to be. With options for inspiration, 
peer learning, in-depth exploration, and hands-on training across a wide range of subjects, you’re in control of your 
own professional development. Keep your skill set competitive and fresh with content taught by some of the most 
innovative, inspiring, and creative leaders in contract management, procurement, and acquisition.

BREAKOUT SESSIONS
Traditional one-hour breakout sessions covering 
Improvisation Skills, Building Blocks, Relationships and 
Influence, Business Savvy and Risk Management. Sessions 
will be offered live, hybrid or pre-recorded virtually with 
post-session discussions. (In-Person and Virtual)

WORKSHOPS
These 2-hour, highly interactive workshops are a blend of 
interaction, lecture-based instruction, case studies, and 
peer learning focused on timely and relevant subject areas. 
(In-Person Only)

POWER TO THE SOLUTION MAKERS: 
INNOVATION ALLEY
Innovation Alley will be an interactive showcase of artificial 
intelligence, machine learning and data visualizations that 
demonstrates successful user experiences and stories. There 
will be 30 minutes of demonstration followed by 15 minutes 
of Q&A. (In-Person and Virtual)

EXCHANGES
Informal, attendee-driven, small-group discussions on 
common challenges in the industry with opportunities to 
share best practices, tips, and insights. (In-Person and 
Virtual)
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BENEFITS OF ATTENDING
• Innovative learning formats and engaging spaces that foster 

knowledge exchanges.

• The opportunity to network and connect with your peers.

• Design your own education experience with your professional 
objectives in mind.

• Exceptional education content taught by some of the most 
innovative, inspiring, and creative leaders in the contract 
management and acquisition community.

• Access to electronic breakout session slide decks to brief 
colleagues upon return.

• A complimentary one-year NCMA membership (nonmembers 
only), beginning August 2022, with access to member pricing 
for other trainings and events, our award-winning CM Magazine 
monthly, and our online Collaborate community where members 
help members with contracting challenges.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
IN-PERSON EXPERIENCE
In addition to the excitement of Chicago, three breakfasts, 
two lunches, and breaks are included in the  
In-Person registration rate. All In-Person registrations 
include access to the Virtual event as well. Additionally, 
you will have access to: 

• Hands-on workshops

• Earn over 30 CPE/CLPs through live and replay sessions

• Exclusive access to in-person only Exchanges  

• Exceptional networking opportunities 

• Connect with sponsors and exhibitors at their booths 

• Access to virtual experience during and after World 
Congress, with session replays available through 
August 20, 2022. 

VIRTUAL EXPERIENCE
Virtual attendance means you can experience the 
conference without travel and create a learning path that is 
more flexible. The conference is truly your own experience. 
You will have access to: 

• Earn over 30 CPE/CLPs through live and replay sessions 

• Live stream of all general session keynote presentations 

• Livestream of curated breakout sessions  

• Exclusive access to virtual only Exchanges, Learning 
Pavilion Sponsored Talks and more 

• Meet virtually with participating exhibitors and sponsors  

• Enjoy the sessions at your own pace, with session 
replays available through August 20, 2022. 



<Date>

Dear <Supervisor’s Name>:

I would like to attend NCMA’s World Congress 2022, July 17–20, Hyatt Regency in Chicago, IL—
the nation’s premier education event for contract, procurement, and acquisition professionals. The 
training event will enable me to attend several education sessions that are directly applicable to 
my work and will allow me to network with a variety of like-minded professionals, contract experts, 
and colleagues from around the nation. Many of the presentations are tailored to the <your area 
of focus> profession and give information on how to <list benefits to your responsibilities>. I 
will earn over 30 CPE/CLP credits for my attendance.

<Insert the track titles or session selections that most apply to your responsibilities.>

<The dollar amounts in brackets below will need to be adjusted to reflect the current 
pricing. All registration fees are listed here. The travel costs vary as well and should be 
changed to reflect your costs.>

Here is the breakdown of training event costs:

The opportunity for me to build my network and gain knowledge in specific areas of <your area 
of focus> makes my attendance at NCMA’s World Congress 2022 an excellent investment for 
<name of your organization>.

Sincerely,

<Your Name Here>

• Roundtrip Airfare: <$xxx>

• Transportation: <$xxx>

• Hotel: <$xxx>

• Meals: <$xxx>

• Registration fee: <$xxx>

• NCMA Membership  
(nonmembers only) 
included in registration fee

WORLD CONGRESS 2022 
EMPLOYER JUSTIFICATION 
LETTER TEMPLATE

https://s6.goeshow.com/ncma/world/2021/index.cfm
https://s6.goeshow.com/ncma/world/2022/registration.cfm

